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Chapter 1 — Getting Started 

Science for Seniors involves audience participation! Hold your 
science program in a large room with a television and a DVD/VHS 
player. You will need a table at the front of the room on which to place 
the items needed for your science program. If possible, also have a cart 
on which you can bring the experiments and demonstrations to audience 
members as needed. 

Check materials needed! Purchase supplies, order library books, 
videos, and DVDs in advance of the scheduled program to assure timely 
arrival and use. If possible, arrange a meeting with your local library 
reference librarians. Tell them about your program and allow them to 
help you select from available local and interlibrary loan materials. 

Ask local clubs, government programs, museums, and schools for 
loans of items such as animal pelts, seashells, rocks, fossils, slide shows, 
and even guest speakers. 

Rehearsing is a must! Always test your experiment before working 
with the residents. You may need to adjust one ingredient or allow more 
time than you expected. Some of the experiments require growing plants, 
freezing ice cubes, etc. Always allow the time necessary for a successful 
experiment. 

Arrange participation! Prior to the program ask a resident if he or she 
would like to help with Science for Seniors. Based on a resident’s skills 
and abilities, have the resident add the ingredients for a volcano model, 
add salt for the water density experiment, or call the dog to the table for 
the animal senses demonstration. Residents may be invited to talk about 
how their past experiences relate to the program topic. Example: a 
resident may have been an electrician or worked for a power company, 
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another may have collected seashells from around the world, and still 
another may have taught physics. 

Ask residents for new topics! Always end a program by asking 
residents to suggest ideas for the next program. They may have always 
wondered why migrating birds fly in formation or how magnets work. 
One resident’s suggestion usually prompts many similar comments and 
interests. 

A Science for Seniors Program Has Five Parts 

Each of the five parts of a Science for Seniors program adds to the 
total experience. The participants get a brief introduction to the topic. 
Trivia helps raise interest in the topic. Playing a video or having guest 
speakers is a way to provide a lot of information — and you might learn 
something, too. The hands-on demonstration or experiment brings the 
topic home by providing an activity right there in your facility. The 
follow-up allows residents to share their personal stories about the topic 
of the experiment. Let’s take a look at each of the parts of the program. 

Give a brief explanation to the audience 
Example: Today we are going to discuss the formation of the Earth. 

The Earth is one of eight planets in our solar system which obit around a 
single sun. The Earth is the third planet from the sun and the only one 
known to have life. The solar system formed about 4.6 billion years ago. 
It is part of the Milky Way Galaxy. The Milky Way is home for our sun 
and over 100 billion other stars. It is spiral-shaped like a pinwheel and 
our solar system is located in an outer arm. 
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Include trivia facts 

Easy 
“What are the names of the eight planets?”  
Answer: Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and 
Neptune. 

Challenging 
“Which planet rotates on its side?”  
Answer: Uranus, the third largest planet in the solar system, orbits with 
its axis almost level with the sun. Scientists believe this may be the result 
of Uranus’ collision with another orbiting object sometime during its 
early history. 

Bonus Round 
“Why is Pluto no longer a planet?”  
When Pluto was discovered in 1930 it was considered a planet. Then at 
the start of the 21st century, astronomers discovered other objects at the 
edge of our solar system, a region called Kuiper Belt. These objects, 
some larger than Pluto and also with moons, were classified along with 
Pluto as dwarf planets. 

Video 
Show a video on the topic. There are many sources of science 

educational videos. The public showing of educational videos, such as 
Public Broadcasting System productions, is permitted as follows: 
“Products sold through the regular Shop PBS site are cleared for at-
home, personal entertainment purposes only. While limited use of these 
programs in schools may be acceptable under federal copyright law, the 
programs must be used in face-to-face teaching settings.” Further details 
available at: http://www.pbs.org/teachers/copyright/faqs.html#who 

1) Begin with the selection of free or low cost videos at the library. 
2) Video stores and video vending machines provide low cost DVDs. 
3) Netflix: This is a DVD subscription service which offers a wealth of 

science videos for a low monthly fee. The service sends videos via 
the mail with unlimited return time. Netflix members may also 
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stream videos via computers, Wii systems or a Netflix device. 
Further information is available at Netflix.com. 

4) Amazon.com and ShopPBS.org are examples of online locations to 
purchase science videos. 

5) Always preview the video for length and content. A DVD series or 
lengthy DVDs can be shown in parts, as needed. 

Experiment and/or demonstration 
Put the trivia and video information into action. Examples: Create a 

table top volcano model that explodes by adding baking soda, red food 
coloring, water, and vinegar. Demonstrate the density differences 
between fresh and salt water with an egg, as explained in a later chapter 
in this book. Here are some things you should do with every experiment: 

1) Always ask the residents to guess what they think will happen in the 
experiment. Example: Will the egg float or sink? Why did it float or 
sink? 

2) Have a resident/residents participate. Example: Let one resident be 
the sun by holding a flashlight as a second resident stands in for 
Earth by walking around (orbits the sun) to demonstrate how, when, 
and where the sunlight strikes the planet, which results in the change 
of seasons on the Earth. 

3) Always let the residents feel the experiment whenever possible. 
Bring the cart with the experiment to residents who cannot see the 
experiment at the front of the room. Examples: Put the residents’ 
hands on the slime resulting from an egg immersed in salt water, the 
smooth inside of a seashell polished by ocean waves, or the grooves 
in a fossil. 

4) Explain the science behind the experiment. Example: The plastic 
wrap filled with a half-inch of cooking shortening demonstrates how 
a polar bear’s thick under-skin layer protects the bear from the 
freezing cold arctic waters. 

5) Take photos or videos of the science program to post at your facility. 
Show families the variety of activities the residents enjoy. Share 
science program information with local news media. 
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Discussion and Follow-up 
Engage the residents in conversation about the topic. Example: Did 

they ever see a live volcano? Did they ever ride a steam-powered 
locomotive? 

Provide further information on the topic. Example: Have available a 
few books or magazines on the program topic discussed. National 
Geographic magazines and/or books are available from the library, 
usually for a loan of one to two weeks. The county ombudsman may also 
supply books when requested by a retirement community. Audio books 
for the visually impaired are available on a wide range of topics. 

As residents exit the program, ask for feedback. What did they like? 
What surprised them? What topics would they like to see in the future? 
Welcome suggestions for the next program. Example: A resident wanted 
to learn more about wild animals and another asked for a program on 
dinosaurs. Always have some topic suggestions to offer the residents to 
vote on for the next program just in case no one offers an idea or the 
resident suggested idea cannot be accomplished in the time period before 
the next scheduled science program. 

Always tease residents with a tidbit of next month’s program. For 
example: Next month the experiment includes a demonstration on how 
spiders keep from sticking to their webs! 
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Volcanoes 

Introduction 
Volcanoes have been part of the Earth since almost the very 

beginning of the planet. They are part of the geological process that 
forms the continents. All of the Hawaiian Islands were formed by lava 
from volcanoes bubbling up from hot spots in the Earth’s crust and 
creating new landmasses. 

There are four types of volcanoes: cinder cones, composite 
volcanoes, shield volcanoes, and lava domes. Here is how they differ: 

Cinder cones are the most common in North America. They are built 
from particles of congealed lava. When this type of volcano explodes, 
gas-charged lava is blown into the air where it breaks into small cinders, 
and also sometimes “volcanic bombs.” These bombs are chunks of 
material that fall to the earth. They can be the size of a fist or as large as 
a small car. The eruption comes from a single vent. The explosion forms 
a cone shape with a crater at the summit which is usually no higher than 
about 1,000 feet. 

Composite volcanoes are also some of the world’s largest mountains. 
These include Mount St. Helens and Mount Rainier in Washington, 
Mount Shasta in California, and Mount Hood in Oregon. They formed 
when magma from within a reservoir in the Earth’s crust pushed through 
to the surface as lava. This lava flowed from a single crater vent or a 
cluster of vents near the top of the volcano. As the lava, cinders, and ash 
flowed out of the volcano vent, they built up the slopes and mass of the 
volcano. 

Shield volcanoes are built slowly from lava flow. The Hawaiian 
Islands are the results of lava pouring up from the ocean floor in an area 
geologists refer to as the Ring of Fire, made up of the active volcanoes 
that dot the lands bordering the Pacific Ocean. 
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Mauna Loa in Hawaii is the largest active and the largest shield 
volcano in the world. It stands 13,677 feet above sea level with the top of 
the volcano located over 28,000 feet above the ocean floor. 

Lava dome volcanoes are pockets of lava build-up that form on the 
side of composite volcanoes. As the lava cools, it hardens and eventually 
breaks apart with the pieces sliding down the sides away from the dome. 
An example of this type of volcano is Mount Pelée in the Caribbean Sea. 

To geologists, there are no such things as inactive volcanoes. 
Volcanoes are active when they continuously erupt, such as Mt. Katmai 
in Alaska. A volcano that has erupted in modern times but appears to be 
inactive now, is called dormant, such as Mount Hood in Oregon. 

When a volcano has been inactive during modern times it is called 
extinct. However, Mount St. Helen’s was considered extinct before its 
eruption on May 18, 1980. Sixty-one people died in the explosion. It was 
the first volcanic eruption to result in deaths within the contiguous 
United States. During the 20th century, worldwide, an average of 845 
people each year died as a result of a volcanic eruption. 

Volcanoes are unpredictable. As long as lava remains in the Earth 
under a volcano, there is a possibility of an eruption. On August 29, 
2010, after 400 years Mount Sinabung in North Sumatra, Indonesia, 
erupted. It threw sand and ash a mile into the air and produced lava. The 
government evacuated about 10,000 residents from the volcano slopes. 
No one was hurt. 

Trivia 

Easy 
What ancient Italian cities were destroyed by a volcano? 
Answer: The eruption of Mt. Vesuvius in 79 A.D. destroyed Pompeii and 
Herculaneum in Italy. 

Challenging 
What mythical island civilization was destroyed by a volcano? 
Answer: According to the writings of Plato, in 1500 B.C. the island of 
Atlantis was destroyed by a volcano. 
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Bonus Round 
What is the largest volcano in the solar system? 
Answer: Olympus Mons on Mars. 

Video 
National Geographic — Volcano — National Geographic — DVD, 

2003. 
Nova: In the Path of a Killer Volcano — WGBH Boston — DVD, 2006. 
IMAX Ring of Fire — Vista Point Entertainment — DVD, 2006. 

Experiment: How does lava flow from a volcano? 

Materials Prior to the program 

 Two-liter bottle 
 Papier-mâché paste (can be made by mixing flour and water to a 

consistency of heavy cream) 
 Glue  
 Newspaper 
 Straw  
 Paint 
 Baking pan 

Build a tabletop volcano model using a plastic 2-liter soda bottle and 
papier-mâché. To do this, attach the empty bottle to a baking pan with 
strong glue. Next crinkle newspaper around the bottle to form the shape 
of the volcano. Now cover the entire shape with papier-mâché. After you 
have the basic shape, take a straw and make ruts on the sides of the 
volcano to simulate the furrows in the sides of a volcano caused by the 
lava flows. Allow at least one day to dry. Sometimes it takes two days to 
dry, depending on the mix of your papier-mâché. Once the volcano 
model is dry, paint it with acrylic paint. You can use dark grey as the 
base and red in the lava flow areas. Paint the baking pan green for a land-
based volcano or blue to represent an island volcano. 

If you prefer, you can buy a volcano building kit at a craft or hobby 
store. These kits contain a form of modeling clay you mix and then paint. 
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Make sure you have everything you need before leaving the store — 
some kits do not include the paint and brushes! If possible, have the 
residents assist in making the model. If they cannot physically work with 
the model building materials, perhaps they can watch you as you work. 
Another idea is to place the finished model to dry in an area that can be 
viewed by residents. The model must be dry before your volcano 
program. 

Materials Day of Experiment 

 Red food coloring 
 Baking soda 
 Vinegar 
 Water 
 Balloon 
 Glass jar 
 Funnel 
 Liquid dish soap 

Process 
Using a funnel, pour warm water into the volcano model until the 

bottle is about 2/3rds full. Have a resident assist you in this process if 
possible. Next add two tablespoons of the baking soda, red food coloring, 
a few drops of dish soap. When you are ready for the eruption, add 1/4 
cup of vinegar. The reaction of the baking soda and vinegar produces an 
eruption colored and made bubbly by the addition of red food coloring 
and the soap. The warm water helps lift and push the explosion upward. 
This demonstrates the lava flow from a composite style volcano. 

Science behind the Experiment 
The reaction of baking soda and vinegar (with red food coloring and 

soap for extra effect) causes the bubbling and simulates how lava flows 
out of a volcano. 

Experiment References 
Teacher Vision. 2008. Build a Volcano. Retrieved January 15, 2008. 

http://www.teachervision.fen.com/chemistry/lesson-plan/335.html. 
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Discussion 

 Who has seen a volcano? 
 Have you ever visited a museum exhibit on volcanoes? 
 Who has seen a movie about volcanoes and how did it differ from 

the real science of volcanoes? 

Further reading suggestions 
Bolt, Bruce A., 1980. Earthquakes and Volcanoes: Readings from 

Scientific America. San Francisco: W. H. Freeman. 
Gribbin, John. 1978. Earthquakes and Volcanoes. New York: Gallery 

Books. 
Robinson, Andrew. 1993. Earth Shock: Hurricanes, Volcanoes, 

Earthquakes, Tornadoes, and Other Forces of Nature. New York: 
Thames and Hudson. 
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